
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Beer Culture 

A visit to a beertiall is one way of 
u de,standing nbe much mentioned 

t'T'man word "gemut liehkeit" 
( &&I feeling and fellowship). You 
sit an ~ common beneh wfiere nol;)ody 
1i..a. stranger for very long. There 
may ~e a lit!t)e baohlapping, but no 
nN"d for alam1 if the man opposite 
leaps up occasionally ta sing a sorrg 
or se a toast. 

Translations of Gemutlichkeit 

Comfort 
coziness 

snugness 

friendliness 

comfortableness 

unhurriedness 

A visit to a ,beerhall is one way of 
un,~erstanding the much mel}tioned 
Ger-man word "gemutlichkeit" 
(gooq feeling and fellowship). You 
sit at a common bench where nobody 
is a.' stranger for yery long. There 
may be a little backslapping, but no 
need for alarm if the man opposite 
leaps up occasionally to sing a song 
or pro1¥Jse a toast. 

What better way to spend a 
summer evening than in a 

"gemutlich" beer garden? 

GEMUTLICHKEIT 
Up to the present day ..... The beergarden 

tradition still enjoys great popularity and is 
the hallmark of Bavarian Gemiitlichkeit, 
tolerance and ease. While beer gardens sell 
food, it's also a tradition to bring one's own 
picnic .. .On balmy summer nights Bavar
ians love to pack their picnic baskets and 
to enjoy the dimming of the day with a 
beer from the tap, bread, cucumbers, rad
ishes cut in an elaborate spiral, homemade 
Obatzda cheese, grapes, ham, and sausages. 
In the beer garden young and old people, 
locals and foreigners, revelers from all so
cial classes mix in a casual get-together. 

Far beyond the borders of Bavaria beer 
gardens are regarded as a typical expression 
of the Bavarian way of life. 

When you visit Munich, just sit down at 
one of the tables with locals - it is a custom 
in Bavaria, to join complete strangers and 
enjoy each other's company. 

German festif/als 
Germany has no shortage of festivals. To attend one is to experience what 
Germans call gemii.tlichkeit, a distinctly German easy-going, genial good time. At 
the top of the heap is the revered and sometimes reviled Oktoberfest. Many 
others occur throughout the year and throughout Bavaria 


